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Experiment Design and Cross-contamination Mitigation 

Procedure

DNA Detection In-Vitro Method

Control Samples Rock-Sat before cleaning Payload Vs. Control 

Samples Rock-Sat after cleaning Payload 

Fig. 6: Microbial DNA Detection using 16S rRNA Specific PCR of

Rock-Sat Control Samples Before and After Contamination

Attenuation Treatment Payload. Results of swabs taken from sites,

extracted and amplified using PCR for ultra sensitive detection of

trace genetic material. First gel row (A), from left to right 1) Cube

OBI inside, 2) Cube OBI outside, 3) to 5) Rocksat Groups hands, 6)

& 7) payload prior to treatment. Second gel row (B), 1) to 7) payload

prior to treatment. Third gel row (C) post treatment controls; L) MW

Ladder 5kb, 1) to 4) Cube OBI, 5) to 8) payload after

treatment. CTGA lab 2016.
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Fig. 7: Amplification of 28 cycles to determine the limit of detection using 16SrRNA

V6 in E.coli DNA: well 1: Ladder 100b[LD) and well 2-9: Ladder E.coli DNA

29ng/ul-2.9fg/ul, Line 2: well 1: Ladder 100bp and well 2-4: PCR controls (ctrl -).
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Fig. 8: Detection and Quantification using 16srRNA Hypervariable Region Loci. Individual lanes of

horizontal gel electrophoresis of sample Ladder 2kb (A) , Ctrl E.coli with (B), Aerogel Control 2016

AN (C) , Aerogel Space AM (D) and Aerogel Space AA (E) assay shows PCR amplification peak of

130 bp of hypervariable and the DNA quantification in the (B) is 2.9ng/ul and the (C-E) is < the

2.9ng/ul of the ctrl positive. This images were in GelAnalyzer was used to graphically evaluate

assays.

Table 1: Consensus of the sample Sequencing in Blast Analysis 

These comparative analyzes before cleaning the payload and then cleaning it represents the

importance of working with aseptic techniques and confirms it was properly done (fig. 6). Further

confirmation of DNA content of aerogel space 2015 using PCR amplification of a small fragment

(130 bp) of the 16srRNA V6 gene with 35 cycles. Initial amplifications with PCR amplification were

conducted with to confirm presence a positive DNA with <2.9pg/µl of quantification. Subsequently in

Sanger Sequencing obtained (fig. 9) the sequencing and preliminary result analyzed in Blast is

associate a result of bacterial (135-141bp) (table 1). These preliminary result proves the need of an

appropriate primer to obtain a precise alignment using the 16SrRNA V4 region. These new

techniques and procedures developed will provide the necessary tools for collecting, extracting the

samples, and further astrogenomic studies, completing the required understanding of the atmosphere’s

organic and inorganic composition.
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Step 2: After cleaning the payload;

Sample of the payload were gathered

using aseptic technics.

Step 1: Before cleaning the payload;

Samples from RockSat-X team and

payload were collected during and after

assembly.

Step 3: Pre-Launch; Aerogels are

delivered to the CTGA laboratory

for sterilizing and placement inside

the OBI-WHAN (also cleaned with

Clorox, Ethanol and UV).

Step 5: Post-Launch

Recollected sample; Payload is

received in the CTGA laboratory

for sterilizing (Clorox, Ethanol

and UV) and withdrawal of

aerogels with space samples.

Step 4: Launch; The OBI-WHAN

deploys (in space) and aerogels are

impacted by micrometeoroids

which are consequently collected.
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Amplification  Assay of the 

16srRNA V6 

Life in Outer Space, has been hypothesized by many notable scientists, but has yet to be validated by direct or indirect evidence, despite great interest in the topic. This study reports our ongoing research into the detection and characterization of trace life, through genetics, from micrometeoroids captured with

ballistic aerogels before entering the Earth’s atmosphere. The working hypothesis is that life may be present at the outer fringes of Earth’s atmosphere, in the form of highly robust single cells with a terrestrial origin. A predominant challenge in this research is the mitigation of possible terrestrial contamination.

In order to further mitigate terrestrial contamination issues a revised and dedicated sampler has been designed. Designated ‘Organic-collector for Bio-analytical Investigation that Withstands Harsh Aero-space Navigation’ or OBI-WHAN. OBI-WHAN has a modular design, which allows it to be independently

sterilized pre-flight, and assembled in a clean laboratory before being sealed and installed on payload for launch. The payload itself has a plasma sterilization system; prior to the sampling event a signal is sent by the onboard computer to open a valve inside the plasma system. This allows the passage of

oxygen through the Teflon tubes around the payload. This is subsequently ionized by radiofrequency, activating the plasma. This "plasma bubble" is engineered to decontaminate the module through energetic plasma cleaning. Additionally a new sterility and payload background-monitoring program is being

implemented, where the payload is regularly assessed for the microbial load (genetic) and thereafter cleaned with sodium hypochlorite solution and 70% ethanol. This is to be conducted before, during and after payload assembly, and immediately before launch. It is through the use of the OBI-WHAN, the

sterility program and newly optimized detection techniques that will improve our search for the traces of life in Space. Ref. abstract #3563.

The biological samples were collected from UPR RockSat-X 2015-2016

launch. These payloads have collection systems aimed at studying Earth’s

Thermosphere through collection of samples using sounding rockets

Collaboration with the RockSat-X team pre and post launch will be

undertaken to ensure the collection system sterility and decontamination

procedures from a biological perspective. Assessment was taken of the

microbiological load of the RockSat-X laboratory before, during and after

final assembly for launch. This was done to monitor microbial and genetic

contamination of the external component of the Rocksat-X 2016 module.

To monitor this aseptic, samples were taken from the laboratory,

equipment and module. To reduce third party contamination during

sampling sterile coveralls, mask and gloves were used (fig. 4) throughout

sampling and processing, and regular use of 70% ethanol and Clorox®

disinfectant.

Fig. 1: Visualization of the micrometeoroids

in the JEOL JSM-7500F Scanning Electron

Microscope (SEM). solid material that trap small particles without

physically altering the

launched from NASA Wallops Flight Facilities in

Virginia. The experiment consisted of capturing

and studying micrometeoroids (fig. 1) within the

orbital range of 80km to 110km using aerogel

Polyimide 2015 technology (fig. 2). The aerogel

polyimide is sterile porous (fig. 3), low density

Fig. 3: Illustration of the porous of the Aerogel polyimide in 

the JEOL JSM-7500F Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM).

Other of the aseptic technique used to sterile the payload in the launch is

the plasma which is a physical material recognized as the fourth state of

matter; with rising energy input to a system such as heating. Matter can

change through states by applying energy which increases the atomic

radius distance between molecules. It is to be said that considerable

amounts of energy could cause a change in the state of the matter. As a

consequence of using plasma on the collection system, gas molecule are

separated into freely moving charged particles (Rocksat 2016).

Obtained samples will be removed aseptically at the CTGA Lab (Inter

American University of Puerto Rico) where it will be separated into direct

and indirect microbial and genetic detection and quantitation assays.

Indirect DNA studies (in-vitro) involve ultra-sensitive DNA extraction,

high specificity PCR and Real Time PCR for detection and quantification.

particles buried in the

material leaving a

carrot-shaped track up to

200 times its own

diameter (Han Y. 2016) .

Fig. 4: Photographs of the 2016 Pre Launch Aseptic Treatment and Loading of OBIWHAN Biological Sampling Module: Photographs demonstrate the RockSatX 2016 sampling

system aseptic treatment, loading and assembly under controlled and background monitored clear room conditions (Caribbean Trace Genetics & Archaeobiology (CTGA) facility). The

biological sampler (OBIWHAN) and all assembly equipment, were rinsed with 70% ethanol, preceded by 10% sodium hypochlorite, before entering clean room facility, where these

equipment and sampler were treated with UV (254 nm) for 20 min. From left to right, top to bottom, (A) UV treatment of OBIWHAN, assembly equipment, aerogel and tape (B-C),

Placement of the aerogel and tape in the OBIWHAN and (D) Inside the OBIWHAN with aerogel and sensors installed before final treatment and unit sealing for flight. CTGA lab
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The main objective of this investigation 
is to establish the identification of 

living matter theorized to exist in near 
space with astrogenomic research

Sanger Sequencing  Analysis of the 16srRNA V6 
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Fig 5: Flow Diagram of Research

methods & approach used to analysis

the Limit of DNA Detection and

Aerogel Space sample In-Vitro DNA

Detection. Fig. 9: Model 16srRNA V6 DNA alignment of target loci amplicon 130bp. D) & I) Alignment of the Forward and Reverse sequencing coting's of the samples Ref. E.coli NCBI, Control positive using E.coli (CNTL +), Aerogel

Space sample (Am & AA) and I) Consensus of the first forward and reverse set of each sample ( (CNTL +, AM & AA) in Unipro Ugene software was used to align primer to reference sequences (Okenechnikov et. al., 2012). A-D: Is

the demonstrative of the chromatogram section of 16srRNA Model for sequence Forward and Reverse samples
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H)
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